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Relaxation of metallic Zr 46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 bulk glass-forming
supercooled liquid
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The mechanical relaxation of metallic Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 supercooled liquid has been
measured by dynamic mechanical analysis. The relaxation behaviors are found to fit well the
Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts equation in time domain as well as the Havriliak–Negami equation in
frequency domain. Characteristic quantities relaxation time and time–temperature superposition are
among the properties also exhibited. The metallic supercooled liquid is found to have common
relaxation characteristics of the nonmetallic glass-forming supercooled liquids, demonstrating a
connection of the underlying physics for quite different classes of glass formers. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1699467#
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The dynamical characteristics in supercooled liqu
~SLs! is the fascinating subject of many experimental a
theoretical investigations.1–5 Two significant common fea
tures in SLs are the non-Arrhenius temperature depend
of the average relaxation times and non-Debye linear
sponse function. Most investigations of the dynamical ch
acteristics in SLs have been processed in molecular org
SLs by dielectric relaxation and specific-heat spectr
copy.1,4–9 Only a little work has been carried out in metall
SLs. Metallic SLs were a relatively strong liquid, while mo
molecular organic SLs are fragile.10–12So far, it is not known
how metallic SLs accommodate the common relaxation f
tures. Recently developed multicomponent bulk meta
glass~BMG!-forming alloys offer the possibility of perform
ing day-long relaxation experiments in the metastable m
far above theTg .13,14 In this letter, we report the investiga
tion of the mechanical relaxation of the representat
Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 BMG-forming SL by dynamic
mechanical analysis~DMA !. The typical BMG-forming13 SL
has common relaxation characteristics of the glass-form
SLs.

The BMGs were prepared from a mixture of the e
ments of purity by arc melting, and were subsequen
sucked into a copper mold with water cooling. The expe
mental apparatus used was a thermal mechanical ana
~DMTA IV !. The specimens in the shape of rectangu
sheets with dimensions of 253532 mm3 were used. Speci
mens were tested in a single-cantilever bending config
tion. In the DMA experiments, the sample is protected in
nitrogen-flushed atmosphere. The experiment measures
mechanical response of a material subjected to forced o
lations as a function of the oscillation frequency. The stora
modulusE8 and loss modulusE9 were measured in a fre
quency sweep mode under a sinusoidally applied strain
60.03%. From the measurements of the in-phase and ou
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phase response of the sample, theE8 and E9 can be deter-
mined.

Figure 1 exhibits the frequency dependence ofE8 and
E9 of the sample determined isothermally from 638 to 6
K. As can be seen from the data, the relaxing componen
the elastic modulus is asymmetrical and slows down w
decreasing temperature in the SL. These features are ty
of susceptibility measurements in a SL exhibiting the typi
primary ~a! relaxation.1 The curves drawn throughE9 data
are optimized fits to match the observed values by use of
Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts ~KWW! equation:15,16 The
Fourier transforms ofd$DE exp@2(t/t)b#%/dt, where DE
5E( f 5`)2E( f 50), b a nonexponentiality parameter, an
t average relaxation time. The fit yields a better represe
tion in the peak region, but high-frequency data disp
lower values than the observed values. This is similar to

il:

FIG. 1. The frequency dependence of the storage and loss modulus o
tallic Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 SL determined isothermally by DMA at
638, 648, 658, and 668 K. The solid lines are the fits using the KW
equation.
0 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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Nagel wing observed in dielectric relaxation.17 Recently, it
has been suggested the difference derives from a partly
denb relaxation.17,18 The curves drawn through theE8 data
were obtained by use of the parameter values obtained f
the E9 and by allowingE( f 50) to be additional fitting pa-
rameter. The quality of theE8 fits confirms that our data
obey the KWW relation. The fitted values ofb and t are
listed in Table I.t decreases rapidly from 135 s at 628 K
0.35 s at 678 K, whileb is about 0.5060.01 within the
temperature range from 628 to 678 K. These indicate that
KWW average relaxation time is dependent on temperat
On the contrary,b is almost independent of temperature.

The value ofb is a characteristic parameter of relaxati
of glass-forming liquids.1 For most glass-forming liquids,b
is close to 0.5 when temperature approachesTg .4,6,9,14The
departure ofb from 1 indicates that an obvious heterogene
exists in glass-forming SLs, even though the nature of
heterogeneity is not yet clear.2 Thus, in a metallic SL, het-
erogeneity is exhibited with a low value ofb. The dynamic
heterogeneity is expected to result from the concentra
fluctuations in the five-component system. On the ot
hand, the present experimental result supports that clos
Tg , b is independent of temperature, which is consist
with the results in most polymer SLs.4,6 The temperature
independence ofb has been suggested to be a characteri
of primary relaxation.19 Metallic SLs are relatively strong
liquids11 in which the second relaxation either hides belo
the high-frequency wing of the primary relaxation peak~con-
sistent with Fig. 1! or lacks this feature altogether.20 There-
fore, the temperature independence ofb is a characteristic of
the primary relaxation in metallic SLs. However, the value
b is much smaller than that~0.8! determined by quasielasti
neutron scattering at high temperature@above crossover tem
peratureTc ~875 K!#.21 The difference indicates that a chan
of the relaxation behavior of the metallic undercooled liqu
occurs at a constant temperature aboveTg . This confirms
that a decoupling occurs atTc in the metallic SL, which is
typical phenomenon for the glass-forming liquid.22

It should be addressed that the occurrence of tim
temperature superposition~TTS! is correlated with the
KWW-type relaxation pattern withb50.5.6 TTS refers to a
situation in which the effect of changing temperature redu
to altering some characteristic relaxation time scale and
haps the amplitude, while the shape of the loss profile~and
b! remains the same. As demonstrated by the master cur
Fig. 2, the metallic SL follows this rule within the temper
ture range from 628 to 678 K. This indicates that the rel

TABLE I. The values ofb and t in the KWW equation are listed for the
primary relaxation in metallic Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 SL.

Temperature~K! b t ~s!

628 0.49 135
633 0.49 102
638 0.50 40
643 0.49 23
648 0.50 10
653 0.50 7.5
658 0.49 3.5
668 0.50 1.1
678 0.50 0.35
Downloaded 08 Apr 2004 to 131.111.8.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ation of the metallic SL has the common relaxation char
teristics in glass-forming SLs.

For susceptibility data determined in the frequency d
main, it is more convenient for data reduction purposes
use the Havriliak–Negami function4,6,9,23

E* ~v!5E`1DE@12~ ivTHN!b#2g,

whereb and g characterize the symmetric and asymmet
broadening, respectively,E` is the modulus constant in th
high-frequency limit andDE the relaxation intensity. The
representative example of how the loss data compares
the HN fits is shown in Fig. 2 with the stone line. The fits a
optimized to match the master curve within the low- a
high-frequency wings of the spectra; that is, away from
peak frequency, but still with the ranges of power behav
for the low (E9}vb)-frequency and high (E9}v2bg)-
frequency side. The values ofb andg deduced from the fit
are 0.89 and 0.45, respectively. Lower exponential para
eters ofb and g yield a better representation in the pe
region. As seen in Fig. 2, the higher frequency data displ
higher values than the data of the HN curve. The better fit
the experimental data in Figs. 1 and 2 indicate that the KW
equation has some connection with the HN equation. E
though the HN equation is not a direct Fourier transform
the KWW equation, indicting no direct relationship betwe
the KWW equation in the time domain and the HN equati
in the frequency domain.

Thus, because TTS is obeyed in the metallic SL it
possible to measure the temperature dependence for the
relaxation ofa process within an accessible, wide tempe
ture scope. This is because the isothermal and isochron
curves formed by the loss susceptibility are similar in the
obeyed TTS.1 Figure 3 exhibits the typical storage and lo
modulus of the BMG determined from 600 to 743 K at he
ing rate of 1 K/min at the frequencies of 0.02, 0.08, 0.3, 0
and 2.00 Hz, respectively. The measured temperature s
contains its SL region. Compared with the results in Fig.
the change of the storage and loss moduli in Fig. 3 has

FIG. 2. The frequency dependence of loss modulusE9/Emax9 vs ln(f/fmax),
obtained by normalizing the 638–678 K data in Fig. 1. The solid line is
fit using the HN equation.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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inverse tendency. During heating, theE8 decreases rapidly to
zero within a different temperature ranges at different loa
frequencies. The larger the frequency, the higher the t
perature range is. TheE9 is characterized by an asymmetr
cal peak with a smaller slope at the low temperature s
Usually, f peakis used as the average relaxation time. Figur
shows the temperature (Tpeak) dependence of thef peakdeter-
mined from the isothermal and continuous heating proces
A little difference between isothermal and continuous he
ing processes can be found. It is consistent with the fact
the isothermal process is the limit of the continuous hea
process. The isothermal data are compatible with a Vog
Fulcher–Tammann ~VFT! function: f max5f0 exp@2B/(T
2T0)#.

4,23 The values off 0 , B, and T0 are 1.231013 Hz,

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of storage and loss modulus of a
phous Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 determined by DMA at the heating rate o
1 K/min.

FIG. 4. The plots of lnfmax against 1000/Tmax of the primary relaxation in
Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 SL determined by continuous heating~d! and
isothermal~j! conditions. The solid line is the fit for isothermal data by t
VFT equation.
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9749 K, and 352 K, respectively. The values ofB andT0 are
almost same as those determined from the temperature
pendence of viscosity.11 The dynamic mechanical techniqu
provides information about the time scale of the molecu
motion associated with sources of elastic dissipation mec
nisms and therefore is related to bulk viscosity properties
same time, the consistence implies that the bulk viscosit
related to the primary relaxation in the SL. With the VF
parameters, the fragility indexm $m5 log10e"@BTg /(Tg

2T0)2#% is calculated to be 37, with the value of the gla
transition temperature~620 K! determined by DSC at the
heating rate of 10 K/min. The relationship betweenm andb
departs obviously the correlation in most glass formi
systems.10 The departure is unexpected and will be a subj
for further investigation.

In conclusion, the mechanical relaxation of the meta
Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5 has been measured by dynam
mechanical analysis. As usual treatment in other SL, H
and KWW-type relaxation patterns as well as VFT tempe
ture dependence are good approximations for the pre
findings. It is interesting to note that TTS is obeyed in t
metallic SL. The relaxation behavior indicates that the m
tallic SL has the common characteristics of the nonmeta
glass-forming liquids, demonstrating a connection of the
derlying physics for quite different classes of glass forme
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